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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):
The abstract is interesting and pertinent to the conference theme. The parametric tool is interesting, but,
in my opinion, in the abstract there is a simplification regarding the evaluation process, since visualize
different solutions does not imply to take the right decision. I suggest to highlighted pros and cons of the
proposed approach in the final text.
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback):

Addresses conference topic. Clear approach in taking the “middle approach.” Very interested in
the tool and the results.
Paper could present examples, precedents, existing research, comparisons, etc.
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Reviewer General Comments and Suggestions (mandatory written feedback): Good idea. Need to
account for further complexity. Urban form and systems such as social, economic and political
dimensions are not addressed in the research method. Still it is a very interesting proposal worth
exploring further.
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